Savvy Budget Tools

What you wish you had learned about
budgeting years ago
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Intro
My name is Elkie Clinton and I am the
CEO and Founder of Savvy Moms Unite. I
am an Amazon Best Selling Author, Coach,
Speaker and Savvy Business Woman. My
focus is on building wealth, particularly for
single mothers. I am a single mom and I
understand finances can be a struggle for
many of us. I want to help eliminate that as
one of the issues we face going it alone.
I created this e-book because I wanted to
provide some easy tools for moms to use to
assist in creating and maintaining a budget.
Budgeting has saved my tail on so many
occasions. I was tired of living paycheck to
paycheck and dodging creditors. It was not
cute.
This ebook will provide simple. practical
and realistic tools that will help you get
your budget started today.
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Why Budget?
Why is it important to budget. With
everything having a plan in place helps to
guide you through a process. This is the
same for budgeting. It is guideline you
create to follow so that you can save money
and invest it according to priorities you set.
You might see budgeting as limiting or you
can only use it when you lack money. I
would say change your mindset around
that. Big corporations and organizations use
budgeting to support their daily and long
terms activites. It helps them even project
their spending for years to come.
Budgeting can be very effective and allow
you some freedom when you set goals for
future purchases.
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Think of yourself as the CEO of your
budget and you are in charge of telling
your money where to go.
Once you take ownership in that way you
will feel more in charge of your money and
you will then find creative ways to generate
income for your household just as a CEO
would for their company.
What does a business do when they lack
funds, they reduce spending, and look for
ways to increase their income streams. You
can do the same. The only way to know that
is if you are tracking what you spend.
In the next chapter I will discuss the
importance of tracking.
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Tracking Your Way to Success
Tracking your expenses is a simple way to
determine how you spend and prioritize
your money. Without tracking you really
do not have a sense of how much money is
going out of your account each day.
Tracking was helpful in me pulling back on
my excessive shopping habit.
I always knew I loved shopping and enjoyed
finding great deals on clothing. What I did
not know was that for years my clothes
shopping habit was costing me thousands of
dollars each year. When I first started
working with my financial coach almost 5
years ago he made me track my expenses
for 3 months before creating a workable
budget. It was a very eye opening
experience.
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I checked my expenses and found I had
spent over $800 on clothing in 3 months.
What did I do! I had no idea I had spent so
much money. I was just happy I found good
deals.
Tracking gives you a snapshot into what
your priority spending habits are. It is a
very useful for not only seeing how you
spend your money but it can also assist in
generating a budget as well. You can come
up with amounts that reflect how much you
spend on discretionary accounts such as
clothing, food, or entertainment. It helps
you to also figure out ways to save money
on recurring cost that no longer suit you or
are useful such as magazine subscriptions,
gym memberships or unused reward
programs.
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Tracking and Budgeting
Made Simple
Tracking and budgeting have become much
simpler with the introductions of apps and
online tools.
There are plenty of online programs and
apps you can use to track your expenses
and create a budget. For years I have used
the desktop and app version of Mvelopes. It
was introduced to me by my Financial
Coach. It has worked so well for me. I can
connect all my checking and savings
accounts as well as my credit cards. It
tracks my real-time purchases and
withdrawals from my accounts. All I have
to do is assign the expenses to the budget
categories I have set up. You can check out
www.mvelopes.com for more information.
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Desktop version of
Mvelopes

App Version for the Tech Savvy
You can set up debt reduction and spending goals in the
software. You are allowed to link up to 3 accounts for
free.
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If you prefer a more hands-on approach
then you will enjoy using an Excel
spreadsheet budget template to assist you
with tracking and budget development. The
templates are already set up for you to use
all you have to do is input the numbers.
Now you will need to do a little more work
here but it is a great way to get started on
creating a budget.
Open a new Microsoft Excel document and
search for budget templates. There is a
variety to choose from. Go with the
Personal Monthly Budget template. Similar
to the one on the next page(screenshot). The
formulas are already set up for you to do
the calculations.
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Budget Template

The categories are already set. Add the fixed amount items
first such as rent, car payments, insurance, etc. The
Projected Balance is the amount you set up to spend
monthly and the Actual Balance is what you really spent
on those items that month. The goal is to have some money
left over after you subtract the actual from the projected.
Always stay within your means. Be sure every penny is
accounted for.
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There are several other online tools and
apps that you can use to assist you in
tracking your expenses and mastering your
budget. Here is a list of a few. It really
depends on your preference and how
comfortable you are using the software.
1) Wave Account-Good for personal and
business budgeting and tracking. You can
link bank and credit card accounts as well
to this online service. It's 100% free to use.
www.waveapps.com
2) YNAB- You Need a Budget is both a
desktop and app based budgeting tool.
There is a free trial that allows you to test
it. There is a yearly fee. If you do not mind
paying for the service it is a great one to
use. Works similar to Mvelopes and Wave
Accounting. www.youneedabudget.com
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Conclusion
Is budgeting as scary as you thought? Well,
I hope that is the way you feel after reading
this ebook. There are ways to make
tracking and budgeting work for you and
assist in getting you to your financial goals.
The tools are great when used consistently.
Your success with budgeting will come from
being disciplined and dedicated to the
process.
If you would like to learn more strategies
and tips for budgeting check out my Get
Your Money Life Course
at http://bit.do/SMUAcademy.
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You can learn more about Elkie Clinton at
her website www.savvymomsunite.com
You can also follow her on various social
media platforms.
Facebook Group- Savvy Moms Unite
Instagram- @savvymomelkie_
Twitter-@savvymomelkie
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